
HIGH QUALITY FLOORING –
MADE IN GERMANY
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GERMAN QUALITY
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EURO HOME QUALITY FLOORING –
THE STYLE OF YOUR HOME  

The demands made on today’s flooring are as diverse as the lifestyles and interior designs they support. While 
there are as many reasons for the rapidly increasing popularity of laminate flooring as there are styles, the end 
result is always the same: satisfying even the highest demands for comfort, functionality and beauty. 

Nowhere is this more true than in the extensive EURO HOME line of high quality and exclusive laminate flooring. 
Whether in a plank, strip or tile look, precision aligned or randomly staggered, the inspired matte surfaces of  
EURO HOME laminate flooring with glistening wood pores are designed to exquisitely exceed all needs and ex-
pectations, no matter the style. Incorporating numerous technical advances, EURO HOME flooring is not merely 
attractive to the eye, but it also beautifully withstands all the pressures of everyday life.

Be inspired and delight in watching your visions – and style – come to life! 

8096 | San Diego Oak, Planked | NL
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 1285 x 192 x 7 mm

col lect ion NATURE HORIZON 

col lect ion NATURE 

col lect ion VILLA GRANDE 

col lect ion MODERN 

col lect ion VILLA 

col lect ion LOFT GRANDE 

col lect ion LOFT 

col lect ion CLASSIC 

EN 13329 abrasion class

 1285 x 242 x 8 mm
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GUARANTEE: Subject to the terms and conditions for domestic use 

V-groove Endless Beauty 
Moisture 
protection Diamond gloss 

Glueless 
connection Guarantee 



EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

Moisture protection
Swelling-resistant substrates and secure Clic connections ensure optimum protection against 
moisture.

1clic2go
Even in hard to reach places like corners, doors and under radiators, the ingenious “1clic-
2go” system makes installing EURO HOME flooring easier and faster than ever before. The 
tongue & groove joint along the length of a panel is slid into position from above and fixed 
flush with the adjoining panel. The panels are then securely interlocked by the patented 
“1clic2go” beading latching into position with an audible click. Quick. Easy. Secure.

Twin Clic
The Twin Clic system has been specifically designed to make the installation of your laminate 
flooring as easy and hassle-free as possible. With Twin Clic, the tongue and groove profile 
allows individual panels to be securely and quickly joined together in a snap – with minimal 
tooling and difficulty.

Diamond Gloss
The exclusive Diamond Gloss effect, matched to a panel’s décor and characterized by a 
brushed matte surface with a glistening pore finish, dynamically reflects light with each step 
you take. The gloss effect emphasizes the depth of the structure and faithfully replicates 
the character of natural wood. Experience a floor that is virtually indistinguishable from 
genuine wooden floorboards, but with the durability you expect from laminate.  

Endless Beauty
Endless Beauty is a new panel concept based on invisible joints at the panel‘s short edges 
and V-joints on its long sides which combine to create a seamless look and magically make 
any room appear larger.

Authentic Embossed
Living Pore   Swirled color-aligned format with glossy embossing in the pores creates a  
  stunning effect against a matte structure background.
Deep Brushed   Swirled format with the look and feel of a brushed oak floor – the deep  
  matte wave effect under the pores delivers outstanding realism. Available  
  exclusively on wide-format Endless Beauty panels (242 mm).
Windsor Oak   A medium gloss highlighting swirling pores against a longitudinally 
  textured background.
Oak Ardeche   An authentic swirled oak format with both fine (closed) and bold (open)  
  embossed pores against a textured background.
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STRUCTURES & TEXTURES

Authentic Embossed (Living Pore) – AE (LP) Authentic Embossed (Deep Brushed) – AE (DB)

Authentic Embossed (Windsor Oak) – AE (WO) Authentic Embossed (Oak Ardeche) – AE (OA)

Super Matt (SU) Wood Grain (WG)

Rustic Finish (RF)Nature Line (NL)
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8467 | Weathered Oak, Planked | AE (DB)
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THE GENUINE LOOK AND FEEL 
OF AUTHENTIC WOODEN FLOORING

The unrivalled beauty of a genuine wood floor. With all the benefits – a great look, warm feel, authentic ambience 
– and none of the drawbacks. Authentic Embossed laminates create the true look and feel of wide-plank wooden 
flooring yet are extremely durable, moisture-proof and easy to clean. Combining perfectly reproduced surface features 
with the added convenience of high-quality laminate, the Authentic Embossed collection beautifully adds the welco-
ming look and feel of wood to any room.



ENDLESS DEPTH AND BEAUTY
Any closer to authentic and it would still be lumber. NATURE HORIZON lets you enjoy the elegant charm and na-
tural comfort of oak planks – completely hassle-free. The matte, deep-brushed finish of the surface is beautifully 
set off by contrasting gloss in the pores to convey an atmosphere of calm and tranquillity. Wider format planks, 
seamless joints between the boards and a continuous décor pattern enhance the impression of natural space to 
make this flooring one of your home’s most attractive features. 

8467 | Weathered Oak, Planked | AE (DB)
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Advantages

Total thickness: 8 mm     
Surface area: 1285 x 242 mm  
Panels/pack:  8 pieces (2.48 m2) 
Weight/pack: 17 kg

Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329

Domestic use 
with heavy 
utilization

Commercial use 
with general 
utilization



8467 | Weathered Oak, Planked | AE (DB) 8469 | Cinnamon Oak, Planked | AE (DB)

8469 | Cinnamon Oak, Planked | AE (DB)
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8466 | Studio Oak, Planked | AE (DB)8468 | Harbour Oak, Planked | AE (DB)
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ALL THE WARMTH WITHOUT THE WORK
Natural to the eye and to the touch, the NATURE collection is a true innovation when it comes to capturing the 
distinctiveness of real wood. The natural look and feel of this high-quality surface accents the most beautiful fea-
tures of genuine wood. The boards‘ long beveled edges and the matte surface with authentic glossy pores result 
in a perfectly finished floor with a real look of authenticity. With the NATURE collection, enjoy all the benefits of 
traditional design coupled with ultramodern practicality.

8630 | Aspen Oak, Planked | AE (LP)
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Advantages

Total thickness: 8 mm     
Surface area: 1285 x 192 mm 
Panels/pack:  9 pieces (2.22 m2)    
Weight/pack: 16 kg

Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329

Domestic use 
with heavy 
utilization

Commercial use 
with general 
utilization



8575 | Blonde Oak, Planked | AE (LP)

8575 | Blonde Oak, Planked | AE (LP)
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8630 | Aspen Oak, Planked | AE (LP)



8576 | Loft Oak, Planked | AE (LP)8633 | Shire Oak, Planked | AE (LP)
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STUNNING WIDE PLANKS LOOK 
LIKE GENUINE SOLID WOOD

Most other floorings pale in comparison to the ultimate ambience of extra-wide hardwood floors. The VILLA 
GRANDE collection features long beveled plank edges and original-scale panel dimensions to exude the sophis-
ticated look of solid wood. Full room makeovers are now as easy as laying a new floor – one distinguished by its 
spacious and elegant style. And easy it is – both to install and to maintain. The first choice in flooring to create 
new inspirations and grand impressions! 

8219 | Moor Oak, Planked | NL
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Advantages

Total thickness: 8 mm     
Surface area: 1285 x 242 mm 
Panels/pack:  8 pieces (2.48 m2)    
Weight/pack: 17 kg

Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329

Domestic use 
with heavy 
utilization

Commercial use 
with general 
utilization



8218 | Ancient Oak, Planked | NL 8219 | Moor Oak, Planked | NL

8218 | Ancient Oak, Planked | NL
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GRACEFUL LOOK OF PARQUET 
Experience an exciting new flooring concept designed with elegant rooms in mind: The MODERN collection not 
only brings a touch of the exotic into your home, but also allows you to create your own unique laying pattern. 
While the elegant narrow strip format is perfectly suited for modern room design, the vivid colors of tropical 
woods and fine exotic surfaces give your floors a look of the exclusive. Provided with end and long side micro-
joints, the narrow strips magically transform any space, making for truly eye-catching flooring. 

8726 | Alsace Oak, Planked | AE (OA)
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Advantages

Total thickness: 8 mm     
Surface area: 1285 x 123 mm 
Panels/pack:  12 pieces (1.89 m2)    
Weight/pack: 14 kg

Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329

Domestic use 
with heavy 
utilization

Commercial use 
with general 
utilization



8720 | Windsor Oak, 
Planked | AE (WO)

8726 | Alsace Oak, 
Planked | AE (OA)

8735 | Black Oak, Planked | AE (OA)co
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8721 | Maranello Oak, 
Planked | AE (WO)

8757 | Vintage, 
Planked | RF

8735 | Black Oak, 
Planked | AE (OA)
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CHARMING FLOORBOARD EFFECT
Small joints lead to big effects. The longitudinal V-joints featured in the VILLA collection have the striking effect 
of immediately making any room seem larger. A variety of exotic and classic décors make this flooring perfect for 
virtually any setting or use while its outstanding durability and TwinClic locking system makes installation and 
maintenance a breeze. 
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8461 | St. Moritz Oak, Planked | RF
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Advantages

Total thickness: 8 mm     
Surface area: 1285 x 192 mm 
Panels/pack:  9 pieces (2.22 m2)    
Weight/pack: 16 kg

Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329

Domestic use 
with heavy 
utilization

Commercial use 
with general 
utilization



8461 | St. Moritz Oak, Planked | RF 8089 | Rough Cut Pine, Planked | NL 8097 | El Paso Oak, Planked | NL

8098 | Arizona Oak, Planked | NL
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8096 | San Diego Oak, Planked | NL8098 | Arizona Oak, Planked | NL8837 | New England Oak, Planked | SU
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8837 | New England Oak, Planked | SU
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WIDE HORIZONS REVEAL 
THE GRANDEUR OF YOUR ROOM  

Some things in life are so magnificent you want them to go on forever – such as the endless joy derived from a floor that 
captures your senses with its natural expansiveness and generous dimensions. Like a wide horizon opening up before 
you amidst the grandness of nature, Endless Beauty magically creates the impression of never-ending planks – visually 
enlarging any room. Enjoy the inspiring look and feel of endless space, achieved by a seamless transition of virtually 
invisible joints at the short side of the panel. Endless Beauty – the perfect choice to extend your horizons. 



UNSTINTING CLASSIC ELEGANCE 
Whether modern or traditional, the extra wide panels of the LOFT GRANDE collection convey a feeling of pure 
elegance and expanse. The natural 2-strip format creates the impression of staggered narrow strip flooring and 
emphasizes the open, spacious flair beautifully intensified by its authentic continuous effect. Several different 
décors – from classic to modern – open up unlimited design possibilities. Extremely low-maintenance, the beauty 
of this flooring will shine on for many years to come.

8374 | Latte Walnut, 2 Strip | NL
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Advantages

Total thickness: 8 mm     
Surface area: 1285 x 242 mm 
Panels/pack:  8 pieces (2.48 m2)    
Weight/pack: 17 kg

Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329

Domestic use 
with heavy 
utilization

Commercial use 
with general 
utilization



8221 | Oiled Oak, 2 Strip | NL 8374 | Latte Walnut, 2 Strip | NL

8221 | Oiled Oak, 2 Strip | NL
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SETTING TRENDS
Combining the best of nature and design, the LOFT collection leaves most wondering: Genuine or engineered? 
You really have to look very closely to distinguish any difference. But beyond its sheer beauty, its superior dura-
bility makes potential damage from heavy furniture, direct sunlight or cigarette burns a thing of the past. When 
you choose the LOFT collection, you choose robust and low-maintenance laminate flooring – because your home 
should be just as carefree as it is beautiful. 

9195 | Rustic Oak, Planked | RF
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Advantages

Total thickness: 8 mm     
Surface area: 1285 x 192 mm 
Panels/pack:  9 pieces (2.22 m2)    
Weight/pack: 16 kg

Suitable for class 32/AC4 as per EN 13329

Domestic use 
with heavy 
utilization

Commercial use 
with general 
utilization



701 | Diamand Oak, 
Planked | WG

8222 | Rugged Oak, 
2 Strip | NL

1722 | San Francisco Pine, 
Planked | RF

8726 | Alsace Oak, 
Planked | AE (OA) 

8097 | El Paso Oak, 
Planked | NL

1665 | Royal Oak, 
Blocked | WG

9170 | White Washed Oak, 
Planked | RF

8816 | Saragossa Oak, 
Blocked | WG
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709 | Highland Oak, 
Planked | RF

8521 | Elegant Oak, 
2 Strip | RF

8725 | Ardeche Oak, 
Planked | AE (OA) 

8098 | Arizona Oak, 
Planked | NL

8766 | Wenge Kyoto, 
2 Strip | RF

8729 | African Walnut,
Planked | RF

9195 | Rustic Oak, 
Planked | RF

8459 | Brazilian Cherry,
Planked | RF
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ENHANCES EVERY STYLE
Start with the perfect foundation and you can compliment any style. Light shades or dark tones, delicate contem-
porary furniture or heavy antique showpieces – whatever your taste and style, the CLASSIC collection is sure to 
have the right floor to match it. With a surface structure ensuring comfort and aesthetics, all of the many CLASSIC 
laminate flooring designs are quick and effortless to lay and ideally easy to maintain. 

8454 | Chalet Oak, Blocked | WG
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Advantages

Total thickness: 7 mm     
Surface area: 1285 x 192 mm 
Panels/pack:  10 pieces (2.47 m2)    
Weight/pack: 15 kg

Suitable for class 31/AC3 as per EN 13329

Domestic use 
with heavy 
utilization

Commercial use 
with moderate 
utilization



1722 | San Francisco Pine,
Planked | NL

8926 | White Washed Ash,
Blocked | NL

8812 | Urban Legend, 
2 Strip | NL

8714 | Nevada Oak, 
Planked | RF

854 | Wenge, Planked | WG
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8373 | Manitoba Oak, 
Planked | RF



8454 | Chalet Oak, 
Blocked | WG

1665 | Royal Oak, 
Blocked | WG

1688 | Flaming Beech, 
Blocked | WG

8096 | San Diego Oak,
Planked | RF

854 | Wenge, 
Planked | WG

8715 | Tuscan Oak, 
Planked | RF

9343 | Rio Cherry, 
2 Strip | WG

9455 | Noce Rosso, 
Blocked | WG
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www.euro-home.com

Product information in this brochure is correct at time of going to publication. The company has a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right 
to change any product specifications given in this brochure. Due to the variations in the printing process, colors in this brochure may be subject to deviation from 
the actual products. 04/12/01
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8089 | Rough Cut Pine, Planked | NL


